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“wonderful winter sports terrain
suitable for all skill levels.”
With just one ski pass you can ski in the whole
of the Salzburg Sportwelt, the SchladmingDachstein area, the Grossarl valley, Gastein
and the Hochkönig region. That is over 860km
of well-prepared ski pistes all there for you.
Tailored very much towards school groups, most
of our accommodation is based near the massive
Salzburger Sportwelt – the heart of the Ski Amadé.
Winner of “best groomed pistes” and voted the
best ski resort in Austria 2015, the Salzburger
Sportwelt Ski area has developed into one of
Austria’s premier ski regions. Offering over 350km
of beautifully groomed piste, the area offers an
amazing choice of interconnected skiing made up
of three areas, Flachau, Wagrain and St Johann-imPongau.

The area boasts one of Europe’s best snow records.
The resorts central alpine position ensures that
whenever a snowstorm arrives in the Alps, from
either the South or the North, it is going to fall on
the slopes of the Sportwelt area. The season starts
in early December and runs through until late April.
The Salzburger Sportwelt invests huge amounts
of money annually in the comfort and technology
of their 270 modern alpine lifts and cable cars.
The resort is covered by over 1000 snow canons,
improving the reliability of snow cover and
therefore maximizing your ski experience.
This area excels at providing après-ski for school
groups offering possibilities including flood-lit
skiing in Flachau, bowling, curling, horse drawn
sleigh rides, indoor swimming at the Wagrain
Waterworld or Altenmarkt Amadé Therme and iceskating. There are also many shops, cafés and bars.
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the skiing
Your students will be totally spoilt for choice
with the sheer volume of pistes and slopes in this
incredible resort.
Most groups will head up the 6 seat high speed
Gondola to the Gondl Stubn meeting point. From
there groups can enjoy the wide runs down
from the Hirschkogel top station or head over
to the superb beginners area at the Kreisten
Alm restaurant. Once up and running the groups
can really take advantage of the long red and
blue runs that spread out from Hirschkogel &
Sonntagskogel peak and enjoy the two-valley ski
safari over to the town of Wagrain.

Intermediate skiers can explore the whole
area as the wide variety of red runs offer great
opportunities for a young person to improve their
skiing skills. Advanced skiers, will find that the
area is not without its challenges; not least the
6km run from the Griessenkar ridge in Flachau.
To get the most out of your tour we will ensure
that your group will visit each of the areas during
your stay by planning a provisional ski timetable
based on the current snow conditions. Our ski
school partner will be working towards the
beginners in your group being able to ski from
Flachau to Alpendorf all in one day!
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A massive achievement for the first timers.

click for more info
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flachau

wagrain

altenmarkt-zauckensee

st.johann-alpendorf
kleinarl

eben

radstadt
filzmoos
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ski areas
alpendorf area

wagrain area

Most groups will head up the 6 seat high speed
Gondola to the Gondl Stubn meeting point. From
there groups can enjoy the wide runs down
from the Hirschkogel top station or head over
to the superb beginners area at the Kreisten
Alm restaurant. Once up and running the groups
can really take advantage of the long red and
blue runs that spread out from Hirschkogel &
Sonntagskogel peak and enjoy the two-valley ski
safari over to the town of Wagrain.

The magnificent piste of the Grafenberg Mountain
will put a smile on everyone’s face – the wide open
piste with the stunning views across towards the
Dachstein Glacier are simply amazing. The long
beautiful runs down towards the village, which
at 800m gives you a run of over 5km from top
to bottom, offers a fantastic teaching area for
groups. It is also compulsory that groups visit
Uncle Tom’s Hut for lunch – conveniently half way
down! – the welcome you will receive is easily one
of the best in the valley. The linking of the three
valleys will be further enhanced over the next two
seasons with the construction of two new lifts
between Wagrain and Flachau.
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flachau area
From Wagrain groups head into the next valley – via the Flying Mozart Gondola to the home of the
legendary Olympic champion Herman “The Herminator” Maier – that itself is a testament to the quality
of this wonderful ski area. On the village side of the mountain you will find some of the widest and best
blue & red runs in the area. The efficient ‘Space Jet’ lift system will ensure that you spend more time on
the slopes. For more progressive skiers the long winding red runs back towards Wagrain will have you
whooping with delight (and looking for new legs at the bottom!).
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resort facts
145

runs

181

30

resort height

2168m

no. of lifts

270

no. of trails

144

skiable areas

350+km

longest run

3.2km

snowmaking

90% coverage

lift pass

Salzburger Sportwelt

apres ski
billiards

visit to salzburg

bowling

ice-cream night

pizza night

mini golf
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swimming at
Aqua Salza Fun Pool
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hotel alte post & schutzenhof
Alte Bundesstrasse 3 & 5, 5500 Bischofshofen, Austria

This family-run hotel offers a warm welcome, great food and is located close
to Alpendorf in the town of Bischofshofen where there are a variety of shops,
restaurants and cafés including a pizzeria and ice cream parlour.

PREV

location

rooms

Situated in the centre of Bischofshofen,
close to several methods of transport.

Multi-bedded rooms for up to 4 people
with private facilities, TV, hairdryer and
free wi-fi.

features
Restaurant, free wi-fi throughout the hotel.
Wellness facilities including Finnish sauna,
biological sauna, steam bath, relaxation
room and rooftop terrace.
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hotel muhlthaler
Markt 12, A-5431 Kuchl, Austria

When it comes to customer care they truly know how to go the extra mile,
ensuring your stay will be a memorable one. The quality & quantity of food is
outstanding, and something that our guests always comment on.

PREV

location

rooms

Located in the picturesque village of
Kuchl surrounded by the Tennengebirge
mountains. The hotel is 25 mins from the
lifts in Alpendorf or Flachau.

Fully equipped en-suite bedrooms.

NEXT

features
Free wi-fi, restaurant, large screen TV.
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hotel josef
Sonnberg 125511, Hüttau, Austria

The Hotel Josef is situated 1 km from Hüttau village and is run by Elisabeth & Brigitte Weitgasser
and now also Elisabeth’s son, Nico, who have well over 30 years’ experience working with school
groups. Their experience is such that you may find the sisters literally taking charge of your group!
The Josef is an ideal school hotel that can be divided into smaller areas, allowing multiple groups
to eat and sleep in different parts of the hotel. As well as the numerous entertainment rooms, the
dining rooms can also be used for evening entertainment. The food in this youth hotel is buffetstyle and exceptionally good.

location

features

The hotel is located right in the centre of
the Salzburger Sportwelt area, just 15 mins
from the lifts at Flachau, and 20 mins from
St Johann Alpendorf. With easy access to
the motorway, Salzburg, Bischofshofen and
Radstadt are within comfortable reach for
evening excursions.

Two bar areas, a meeting room / video
room, a cosy “Stüberl” with a bar, TV room,
games room with table tennis etc, chill
zone with internet corner, mini-movie
theatre and a ski storage room with hot air
boot drying.

rooms
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Multi-bedded rooms (3 – 6 bedded for
students) with shower, WC, TV & internet.
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IBT Travel Cairn House 15 Skye Rd Prestwick KA9 2TA Scotland
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Essential Travel Advice
The Foreign & Commonwealth Office issues essential travel advice on destinations, which includes information on passports, visas, health, safety and security and more.
Make sure you have a look at:
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MENU

IBT Travel
Cairn House
15 Skye Rd Prestwick
KA9 2TA Scotland

ACCOMMODATION
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